PPG Meeting minutes from 20 April 2017


Different format  to usual with the NHIS representatives to talk about the phone system.

They explained about the takeover and issues when moving the phones on to data tracking and updating the handsets on to the new system.  It is a cloud based environment now and should get better.  They plan to work with the users to improve functionality.  As an example, Parkside use queues which work well for them.  Initially it crashed due to the volume of calls but will try again once the improvements are complete.  They advised users to tell them what is needed ie number when in a queue. It currently either rings and cuts off or sounds engaged.  Various group members reported their own problems getting through with one trying on multiple phones at once to get through.

Patient access mentioned again as an alternative method of contacting us.

All unanswered calls get cut off after 6 minutes and some hear “the surgery is now closed” when it is not closed.  More lines in discussed but this would mean more staff to answer.  We need to organise incoming queries, issues with medication, reception could manage calls better and direct to the correct area.

GP first – some patients actually ring in 3 – 4 times with multiple problems and some do the same on patient access.  This makes for a very heavy workload.

The question was asked “does dialling out stop calls coming in” – we were unsure about this.

New functions will be available to and we need to explore the options.  10 in a queue was suggested as a better option.  Different messages at different times.

Nurse drop in clinics – timings questioned as someone was sent away at 4pm when the clinic runs until 5pm – have to have cut off point as patients would be waiting and would be seen beyond 5pm.  Maybe put something on a letter and ask about specific nurses on drop in day.  Again clarified what Lizzie does and there are no minor illnesses seen on drop in days.

Issues with chemists discussed again – patients getting meds they haven’t ordered.

Prescribing reports available for next meeting.  Lizzie spoke about repeat prescribing and dispensing.

GPs and Lizzie focusing on pain relief, especially codeine.

Next meeting 6 July.

